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Abstract—A prototype framework for formal, machine-
checked validation of GPU pseudo-assembly code algorithms
using the Coq proof assistant is presented and discussed. The
framework is the first to afford GPU programmers a reliable
means of formally machine-validating high-assurance GPU com-
putations without trusting any specific source-to-assembly com-
pilation toolchain. A formal operational semantics for the PTX
pseudo-assembly language is expressed as inductive, dependent
Coq types, facilitating development of proofs and proof tactics
that refer directly to the compiled PTX object code. Challenges
modeling PTX’s complex and highly parallelized computation
model in Coq, with sufficient clarity and generality to tractably
prove useful properties of realistic GPU programs, are discussed.
Examples demonstrate how the prototype can already be used
to validate some realistic programs.

I. INTRODUCTION & RELATED WORKS

Machine-checked formal validation of software has become
the gold standard for developing high-assurance algorithms
and implementations. With the rise of program-proof co-
development environments, particularly the Coq proof assis-
tant [1], machine-validation of larger software systems has
become both more feasible and more reliable. For instance,
in recent years Coq has been used to verify correctness of a
C compiler [2], prove update consistency of software-defined
networks [3], model significant subsets of both the Intel x86 and
the ARMv8 architectures [4], [5], validate a machine language
certifier for Google’s Native Client architecture [6], and develop
the F? language for secure distributed programming [7], among
many other successful applications.

The rise of GPU architectures as general-purpose computing
platforms has made it increasingly desirable to make such
validation approaches available for GPU algorithms and their
implementations, toward developing high-assurance, GPU-
based software. Many GPGPU programming tasks can benefit
from such assurance; for example, GPUs are already being
leveraged to more efficiently realize cryptography [8], scan for
viruses [9], spot network intrusions [10] and so on. Unforeseen
flaws in these computations could have severe ramifications
for users and the general public. Since highly parallelized
architectures are notoriously difficult for humans to reason
about, it is especially important to develop machine-validation
approaches for analyzing the correctness of such software.

Motivated by this need, we have developed the first encoding
of a GPU pseudo-assembly language operational semantics
in Coq, and used it to machine-validate some correctness

properties of small GPU programs. Our prototype framework
targets Nvidia’s CUDA platform (though we anticipate that our
general approach is extensible to other GPU architectures). In
particular, our semantics model a Single Instruction, Multiple
Threads (SIMT) architecture with warps, thread blocks, and
grids. Our formalization hence supports all major standard
forms of CUDA parallelism.

In order to minimize the trusted computing base (TCB) of
our validation framework, and to offer developers maximum
flexibility, theorems and proofs in our framework operate at
the level of Parallel Thread eXecution (PTX) pseudo-assembly
language computations rather than source code programs. This
frees software developers to implement their high-assurance
algorithms in any available source language, and use any
compilation tools, provided that the tools ultimately yield PTX
programs as output.

The downside of this choice, of course, is that proofs must
reason at a significantly lower level than source code, and can
therefore require extra effort to formulate. We believe this is
nevertheless a wise design decision in the long term, because
foundational support for PTX can eventually be scaled up to
higher levels of abstraction via future development of Coq
theories and tactics that modularize and automate much of the
proof work for common source idioms. Similar trade-offs have
motivated prior work on modeling ISAs of other low-level
architectures in Coq (e.g., [4], [5], [11]).

As an example of this sort of scaling, a major success of our
work is the formulation and validation of the first mechanized
proof that CUDA’s memory synchronization model ensures
transparency of the thread scheduler. In particular, correctness
of a computation under the assumption of a deterministic
scheduler always implies correctness under a non-deterministic
scheduler. This result greatly simplifies proofs of PTX code
correctness by eliminating and abstracting away the non-
deterministic scheduler from the sources of parallelism that
proofs must consider.

Our work complements related works on GPU software
debugging through unit testing [12], [13] or heuristic static
analysis of source code [14] by offering a higher level of
assurance than these traditional approaches can provide, but at
the cost of (possibly significant) extra validation effort. That
is, we anticipate that a typical development workflow for high-
assurance GPU software should first employ these heuristic
debugging techniques to identify and fix any demonstrable
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w : N (data types)
dty : {UI, SI, BD} × N
id : {Id} × N
bid : N× N× N (memory)
ss : {Global, Const, Shared} × bid

addr : ss × N
µ : (ss × addr) → (byte × B)

reg : {UI, SI} × N× N (registers)
ρ : reg → Z
ϕ : N → B (predicate state)

dim : {Dx, Dy, Dz} (special registers)
sreg : {T, B, NT, NB} × dim

sreg_aux : tid → sreg → N := get_sreg(tid)
op : reg ⊎ sreg ⊎ Z ⊎ reg × Z (operands)
θ : N× ρ× ϕ (threads)
β : ~ω (blocks)
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flaws, and then proceed to apply formal methods machine-
validation to obtain complete proofs of correctness. Our
work is an alternative to runtime or hybrid fault detection
approaches [12], [15], since it imposes no runtime overhead
(all validation is strictly static), and yields a priori guarantees
that span the universe of all execution traces for verified code.

It is beneficial for our model to be as small as possible in
order to minimize the trusted computing base. Our prototype
implementation in Coq part includes 350 SLOC for the PTX
model, 300 SLOC for theorems, and 140 SLOC of Ltacs.
Example theorems and proofs demonstrate how our prototype
can be applied successfully to realistic GPU programs.

II. BACKGROUND

Our semantics are based on PTX, which is an intermediate
assembly language either produced from compiling CUDA
C/C++ code or manual encoding. It is the lowest intermediate
representation that abstracts away from GPU-specific details
that cannot be relied upon for forward compatibility.

At run-time, the intermediate assembly language is further
compiled by the device driver down to the appropriate machine
code, which is then executed on the device. Since our focus
is on PTX, we are not concerned with the CUDA to PTX
compilation process, but we do trust the final PTX to machine
code compilation process. PTX is well documented so our
goal is to formalize its execution semantics in Coq in a clean,
succinct fashion conducive to writing tractable proofs.

At a high level, CUDA GPUs systematically execute millions
of threads to accomplish a task. The number of threads spawned
is defined by two user-configurable parameters, grid_size
and block_size, which are 3-dimensional vectors. When a job
is dispatched to the GPU, a grid_size array of thread blocks
are spawned with each thread block containing a block_size
array of threads.

Thread blocks are scheduled to execute on various streaming
multiprocessors (SM). A GPU typically contains multiple SMs,
which are composed of CUDA cores (ALUs), Load/Store units,
and special function units. When a block is scheduled on
an SM, threads are grouped into warps (sets of 32 threads)
and scheduled for execution. Each time a warp executes an
instruction, all threads do so in lock-step.

III. TECHNICAL APPROACH

Table I summarizes our formal PTX model. It includes data
types dty , registers reg , special registers sreg , operands op,
memory µ, threads θ, warps ω, blocks β, and grids.

1) Data Types: Data types are implemented in Coq as a
sum type consisting of Unsigned Integers (UI), Signed Integers
(SI), and Byte Data (BD), each parameterized by a bit width w.
An id is a label to uniquely mark a storing unit or differentiate
operational modules in the system.

2) Memory: GPU memory is made up of different sections,
or state-spaces (ss), each of which have a specific purpose.
Due to its accessibility for threads and some restrictions, some
memory can be manipulated by only one specific thread, some
can be shared by the threads inside the same block, some can
be only readable, and the others have well-defined features for
other purposes. We here focus on three types of state-spaces
for memory: Global, Const, and Shared. To match the right
type with an address, we define each in terms of its location
and the accessibility type.

Many memory transactions are performed during execution
without explicit order, possibly introducing memory synchro-
nization errors. We therefore define memory µ to be a mapping
from state-space and address to byte and boolean, where the
boolean value specifies whether a byte is valid or could possibly
still be in flight—similar to a valid bit for cache memory.

At the launch of a program, only Global and Const memory
may have data, and their valid bits are set to true. During
execution, global memory periodically updates as values are
stored. Its valid bits are always false, since the hardware
does not guarantee memory synchronization (excepting atomic
instructions).

GPUs leverage data-independence to achieve high paral-
lelism, so proper Global memory synchronization is often a
prerequisite for code correctness. This is a perennial source of
GPU algorithm bugs, so our memory formalization is designed
to support formal verification of such properties.

Thread intercommunication is possible only in thread blocks
with the use of Shared memory, which can be synchronized
by barriers. A thread block performs some computation and
threads begin to arrive at a barrier and wait. Once all threads
have reached the barrier, the values stored in Shared memory
during this time are guaranteed to be valid when execution
resumes. To model this, our semantics initially set a value’s
valid bit to false and switch to true when the entire block
has reached the barrier.

3) Registers: In this work we only consider unsigned (UI)
and signed integers (SI), which can be extended to include all
other data types of PTX codes. Threads are allocated a private
register file which contains a set of PTX registers. A register
(reg) holds temporary values during execution, and is uniquely
identified by its data type, bit width, and index. We define the
register file ρ to be a mapping from registers to integers.

During program execution, not all SIMT threads follow the
same path. Threads maintain a set of predicate registers, which
optionally prefix any instruction and indicate whether it should
be executed or skipped. The case where the predicate is false



is semantically equivalent to a Nop. In our implementation, we
only consider branch instructions to optionally have prefixed
predicates, so we introduce a pseudo-instruction to distinguish
these from non-predicated branches. Coupled with the register
file is a predicate state ϕ, which maps predicate indexes to
boolean values.

4) Special Registers: Special registers contain static infor-
mation about the grid configuration and a thread’s location
(i.e., index). They are unique to GPUs, and are useful when
delegating work to each thread. There are four predominant
special registers, each a 3-dimensional vector: the thread-index
T, block-index B, block-size NT, and grid-size NB. Every
thread has a unique combination of thread-index and block-
index, but identical block-size and grid-size. To model this, our
state model includes a auxiliary function for special registers
(see Table I).

5) Operands: Operands are parameters to instructions and
their types are statically known. We define 4 different types
based on the origins of different state spaces: register, special
register, immediate, and register & immediate.

6) Instructions: Instructions (instr) are drawn directly
from the PTX language specification, with a Coq definition
that enforces proper types of all parameters. A program running
in CUDA can therefore be decompiled into PTX code and
translated into our definition with no semantic gap. Programs
prg are lists of PTX instructions and operand types.

7) Threads: Potentially millions of threads execute on a
GPU, so we assign each an enumerated value for unique
identification. Proofs do not exhaustively enumerate this
potentially large identifier space; the identifiers typically take
the form of universally quantified variables in proofs. The
identifiers are passed to the auxiliary function in §III-4 to
obtain the appropriate special registers. As mentioned in §III-3,
threads maintain a set of private registers ρ and predicates ϕ.
Therefore, we define a thread θ to be a tuple of these three
components.

In the following semantics, vector ~t defines a thread’s state,
including its ID tid , memory state ρ, and predicate state ϕ.

8) Warps: A warp is defined as a set of 32 threads, and
is the smallest level of granularity to execute on an SM. All
threads in a common warp execute the same instruction at
the same time (i.e., in lock-step), which is efficient for most
instructions except for a predicated branch. With a predicated
branch, there is the potential for part of the warp to take the
branch and the rest stay behind to execute the next immediate
instruction. A warp in this state is called divergent, and must
now execute the two (or more) paths serially, thereby increasing
run-time. At the formal level, we define a warp to be in
one of two states: uniform execution of a set of threads
(Uni (pc : nat) (ts : list thread)), or divergent execution
of two warps (Div (w1 w2 : warp)). Hence, warps may form a
tree of divergences.

Figure 1 lists the small-step semantic rules for warps. The
semantics are distinguished by instruction input, which trans-
forms the given warp according to the operational semantics
of the instruction. The first nine rules are fairly straightforward

(nop)
Nop ⊢ 〈(pc,~t), µ〉 →1 〈(pc + 1,~t), µ〉

~t′ = {(tid , ρ[r 7→ op(a, b)], ϕ) | (tid , ρ, ϕ) ∈ ~t}
(bop)

Bop op r a b ⊢ 〈(pc,~t), µ〉 →1 〈(pc + 1, ~t′), µ〉

~t′ = {(tid , ρ[r 7→ op(a, b, c)], ϕ) | (tid , ρ, ϕ) ∈ ~t}
(top)

Top op r a b c ⊢ 〈(pc,~t), µ〉 →1 〈(pc + 1, ~t′), µ〉

~t′ = {(tid , ρ[r 7→ a], ϕ) | (tid , ρ, ϕ) ∈ ~t}
(mov)

Mov r a ⊢ 〈(pc,~t), µ〉 →1 〈(pc + 1, ~t′), µ〉

~t′ = {(tid , ρ[r 7→ µ(ss, a)], ϕ) | (tid , ρ, ϕ) ∈ ~t}
(ld)

Ld ss r a ⊢ 〈(pc,~t), µ〉 →1 〈(pc + 1, ~t′), µ〉

~v = {(ss, a, ρ(r)) | (tid , ρ, ϕ) ∈ ~t} µ′ = update(µ,~v)
(st)

St ss a r ⊢ 〈(pc,~t), µ〉 →1 〈(pc + 1,~t), µ′〉

(bra)
Bra tgt ⊢ 〈(pc,~t), µ〉 →1 〈(tgt ,~t), µ〉

~t′ = {(tid , ρ, ϕ[p 7→ cmp(a, b)]) | (tid , ρ, ϕ) ∈ ~t}
(setp)

Setp cmp p a b ⊢ 〈(pc,~t), µ〉 →1 〈(pc + 1, ~t′), µ〉

~t1 = {(tid , ρ, ϕ) | (tid , ρ, ϕ) ∈ ~t ∧ ϕi(p)}
~t2 = {(tid , ρ, ϕ) | (tid , ρ, ϕ) ∈ ~t ∧ ¬ϕi(p)}

ω′ = sync((pc + 1, ~t2), (tgt , ~t1)) (pbra)
PBra p tgt ⊢ 〈(pc,~t), µ〉 →1 〈ω′, µ〉

i 6= Sync i ⊢ 〈ω1, µ〉 →1 〈ω′
1, µ

′〉
(div)

i ⊢ 〈(ω1, ω2), µ〉 →1 〈(ω′
1, ω2), µ

′〉

(sync)
Sync ⊢ 〈ω, µ〉 →1 〈sync(ω), µ〉

Figure 1. Warp small-step semantics

(nop)
⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

tid , ρ 7→ op a, b)], ϕ tid , ρ, ϕ
(bop)

op r a b ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

tid , ρ 7→ op a, b, c)], ϕ tid , ρ, ϕ
(top)

op r a b c ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

tid , ρ 7→ , ϕ tid , ρ, ϕ
(mov)

r a ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

tid , ρ 7→ ss, a)], ϕ tid , ρ, ϕ
(ld)

Ld ss r a ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

~v ss, a, ρ )) tid , ρ, ϕ = update(µ,~v
(st)

St ss a r ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

(bra)
tgt ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → tgt , µ

tid , ρ, ϕ 7→ cmp a, b)]) tid , ρ, ϕ
(setp)

cmp p a b ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

tid , ρ, ϕ tid , ρ, ϕ

tid , ρ, ϕ tid , ρ, ϕ ∧ ¬
= sync((pc + 1 tgt ))

(pbra)
tgt ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → , µ

⊢ 〈 , µ〉 → , µ
(div)⊢ 〈 , ω , µ〉 → , ω , µ

(sync)⊢ 〈ω, µ〉 → sync( , µ
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sync(ω) =





(pc + 1,~t), if ω = (pc,~t)

sync(ω2), if ω = ((pc1, {}), ω2)

sync(ω1), if ω = (ω1, (pc2, {}))
(pc1 + 1, ~t1 ∪ ~t2), if ω = ((pc1, ~t1), (pc2, ~t2))

∧ pc1 = pc2
(ω2, (pc1, ~t1)), if ω = ((pc1, ~t1), ω2)

(sync(ω1), ω2), otherwise ω = (ω1, ω2)

2. Warp Sync Function

β . π pc 6∈ {Bar Exit

pc ⊢ 〈ω, µ〉 → , µ
(exec⊢ 〈β, µ〉 → /ω , µ

β . π pc) = Bar

⊢ 〈β, µ〉 → incr pc( commit(

π, β β . π pc) =

γ . complete(π, β

⊢ 〈β, µ〉 → , µ
(exec

⊢ 〈γ, µ〉 → /β , µ

3. The Small-Step Semantics of Thread Block and Grid

at The first two formulas of Figure 3, we have two
In the first scenario, there exists a warp that

is not at a memory barrier or has not finished, so it executes its
next instruction. Notation /ω voiding

of , in order to update the block state.
warps have reached a

. At this time all ed is committed
valid bits are set to ), and warp program counters

to continue execution.
execution is similar to thread block execu-

in the sense that thread blocks are non-deterministically
execution. There is no hardware based memory

at this level, so Grid small-semantics (last two
of Figure 3) includes only one derivation rule. The

an unfinished thread block to execute and updates
new thread block state.

We define a thread block to be complete when all warps
at an a grid finishes executing, all

be complete.

IV. EXAMPLE ALIDATION ESULTS

To demonstrate how our framework facilitates machine-
ed validation of GPU software, we walk through the

validation of a sample PTX program that sums two vectors.
1 is the (almost) verbatim PTX code compiled from

is to rename the parameters in
to something more human-readable, for explanatory

Figure 2. Warp sync function

and only apply to uniform warps. Instructions Bop and Top

are arithmetic operations on two and three inputs, respectively.
If a warp is divergent and the instruction is not Sync, then the
left-most warp is executed.

The final case is the most complex due to the synchronization
operation. When a warp diverges, it should at some point
converge back to a uniform warp through a sync operation (see
Figure 2). Compilers enforce this because memory barriers can
cause undefined execution. In some executions, a warp could
diverge with some threads halting at a barrier while the others
continue to execute and eventually exit. Since all threads must
be at the memory barrier in order for it to lift, this situation
creates a deadlock and the program hangs or (more likely)
crashes. Careful analysis is required to establish that correct
code always avoids this situation. Our operational semantic
encodings facilitate such reasoning in Coq proofs.

9) Blocks: Thread blocks are typically defined as sets of
threads, but because they are grouped into warps, we formalize
them as sets β of warps.

Warps are selected by the scheduler to execute an instruction,
but the details of the scheduling can vary between GPUs
and other contextual factors. Proofs in our framework must



(nop)
⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

tid , ρ 7→ op a, b)], ϕ tid , ρ, ϕ
(bop)

op r a b ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

tid , ρ 7→ op a, b, c)], ϕ tid , ρ, ϕ
(top)

op r a b c ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

tid , ρ 7→ , ϕ tid , ρ, ϕ
(mov)

r a ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

tid , ρ 7→ ss, a)], ϕ tid , ρ, ϕ
(ld)

Ld ss r a ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

~v ss, a, ρ )) tid , ρ, ϕ = update(µ,~v
(st)

St ss a r ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

(bra)
tgt ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → tgt , µ

tid , ρ, ϕ 7→ cmp a, b)]) tid , ρ, ϕ
(setp)

cmp p a b ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → pc + 1 , µ

tid , ρ, ϕ tid , ρ, ϕ

tid , ρ, ϕ tid , ρ, ϕ ∧ ¬
= sync((pc + 1 tgt ))

(pbra)
tgt ⊢ 〈 pc , µ〉 → , µ

⊢ 〈 , µ〉 → , µ
(div)⊢ 〈 , ω , µ〉 → , ω , µ

(sync)⊢ 〈ω, µ〉 → sync( , µ

1. Warp Small-Step Semantics

of the instruction. The first 9 rules are fairly straightforward
y apply to uniform warps. Instructions

on two and three inputs, respectively.
If a warp is divergent and the instruction is not , then the

warp is executed.
is the most complex due to the synchronization

a warp diverges, it should at some point
verge back to a uniform warp through a sync operation (see

execution. In some executions, a warp could
diverge with half of it, halting at a barrier while the other half

to execute and eventually exit. Since all threads must
be at the memory barrier in order for it to lift, this situation

a deadlock and the program hangs or (more likely)
is required to establish that correct

always avoids this situation. Our operational semantic
facilitate such reasoning in Coq proofs.

9) Blocks: as sets of
but because they are grouped into warps, we formalize

as sets of warps.
Warps are selected by the scheduler to execute an instruction,

but the details of the scheduling can vary between GPUs
factors. Proofs in our framework must

of the scheduling

) =

pc + 1 if = (pc

if = ((pc {} , ω

if = ( pc {}))
pc + 1 if = ((pc pc ))

pc pc

pc )) if = ((pc , ω

, ω = ( , ω

2. Warp Sync Function

∃ω ∈ β . π(ωpc) 6∈ {Bar,Exit}
π(ωpc) ⊢ 〈ω, µ〉 →1 〈ω′, µ′〉

(execb)
π ⊢ 〈β, µ〉 →1 〈β[ω′/ω], µ′〉

∀ω ∈ β . π(ωpc) = Bar
(lift-bar)

π ⊢ 〈β, µ〉 →1 〈incr_pc(β), commit(µ)〉

complete(π, β) ≡ (∀ω ∈ β . π(ωpc) = Exit)

∃β ∈ γ .¬complete(π, β)

π ⊢ 〈β, µ〉 →1 〈β′, µ′〉
(execg)

π ⊢ 〈γ, µ〉 →1 〈γ[β′/β], µ′〉

3. The Small-Step Semantics of Thread Block and Grid

at The first two formulas of Figure 3, we have two
In the first scenario, there exists a warp that

is not at a memory barrier or has not finished, so it executes its
next instruction. Notation /ω voiding

of , in order to update the block state.
warps have reached a

. At this time all ed is committed
valid bits are set to ), and warp program counters

to continue execution.
execution is similar to thread block execu-

in the sense that thread blocks are non-deterministically
execution. There is no hardware based memory

at this level, so Grid small-semantics (last two
of Figure 3) includes only one derivation rule. The

an unfinished thread block to execute and updates
new thread block state.

We define a thread block to be complete when all warps
at an a grid finishes executing, all

be complete.

IV. EXAMPLE ALIDATION ESULTS

To demonstrate how our framework facilitates machine-
ed validation of GPU software, we walk through the
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Figure 3. The small-step semantics of thread block and grid

therefore establish correctness independently of the scheduling
algorithm. Our semantics hence formalize the scheduler non-
deterministically.

Looking at the first two rules of Figure 3, we have two
possible scenarios. In the first scenario, there exists a warp that
is not at a memory barrier or has not finished, so it executes its
next instruction. Notation β[ω′/ω] denotes the capture-avoiding
substitution of ω with ω′, in order to update the block state.
The second scenario applies when all warps have reached a
memory barrier. At this time all Shared memory is committed
(i.e., all valid bits are set to true), and warp program counters
are incremented to continue execution.

10) Grids: Grid execution is similar to thread block execu-
tion in the sense that thread blocks are non-deterministically
chosen for execution. There is no hardware based memory
synchronization at this level, so Grid small-semantics (last two
rules of Figure 3) includes only one derivation rule. The rule
chooses an unfinished thread block to execute and updates the
grid with the new thread block state.

We define a thread block to be complete when all warps
are at an Exit instruction. When a grid finishes executing, all
thread blocks should be complete.

IV. VALIDATION RESULTS & CORRECTNESS

To demonstrate how our framework facilitates machine-
checked validation of GPU software, we here walk through
the validation of PTX code that sums two vectors. Listing 1
is the verbatim PTX code compiled from sources; our only
modification is to rename the parameters in lines 9–12 to
something more human-readable, for explanatory purposes.

Listing 2 shows our translation of the PTX code to corre-
sponding Coq definitions. At the beginning of all PTX functions
is a declaration of the types and quantities of needed registers.
We do not necessarily need to translate this to Coq, but for the
sake of readability we do so in lines 1–4. Since PTX instructions
take operands (not just registers) as input, we use a wrapper
to turn all registers into operands (line 6), and prefix the
variable with an underscore (e.g. _r1) to make the distinction.
Lines 9–12 load the function arguments into registers. Loads
have semantics equivalent to Moves in our framework, so the
Coq translation uses Mov instructions.

All threads execute the same code concurrently, but each
receives a distinct thread index, which is computed in lines 14–
17. Since each thread is tasked with adding elements from a

specific index in the vector, at least size threads are spawned,
where size is the length of the vector. It could be the case that
more than size threads are spawned, so a bounds check is
implemented in lines 19–20. As mentioned in §III-8, warps can
diverge when multiple execution paths exist. In this example
there are two paths with a divergence point at line 20. The
matching Sync instruction is inserted at line 35 (index 18 in
the Coq instruction list).

The translation of lines 22–33 omits the cvta.to instruc-
tions because they are implicit in our PTX formalization.
Specifically, instruction cvta.to converts a generic address
to a specified state-space, but our framework implicitly does
this with the ld and st instructions, which both require a
state-space parameter. The final PTX instruction is ret, which
we translate to Exit for this example to end the validation at
function completion.

In Coq we can formally prove and machine-check theorems
about the program’s behavior on arbitrary inputs, such as termi-
nation and correctness of output. Even though this is a simple
example, Coq has a rich collection of supporting libraries and
theory modules that can be applied to reason about much
more complex mathematical properties of larger programs. For
example, there is extensive prior work on leveraging Coq to
prove properties of cryptographic algorithms [16]–[18]. For
expository simplicity, we here limit our presentation to proving
total correctness of the code segment.

Listing 3 shows how termination is defined and proved for
our program. A program’s execution is considered terminated
(or completed) when all threads have reached the Exit
instruction. Definition terminated in the listing checks
whether all blocks are complete, which entails confirming
whether all warps are complete. We then initialize the state
(kc, g, and mu) to begin program execution. Finally we define
our theorem add_vector_terminates by hypothesizing
that after 19 small-steps of execution, the program terminates.

Proposition n_apply is inductively defined in Listing 4,
which relates the number n of applications of a proposition
f : A→ A→ Prop to an input a : A with an output a′ : A. At
its base case, the number of steps is zero, yielding an identity
proposition. The inductive case performs one application of f
and recursively applies it n− 1 more times.

Proving a theorem in Coq typically begins with introducing
universally quantified variables (g′ and µ′) and hypotheses
(Happ) into the proof context, as shown. Next, the repeat
tactic repeatedly applies a given proof tactic until it fails. The
given tactic in this case is unroll_apply, which is defined
in Listing 4.

Our unroll_apply tactic can be thought of as a primitive
symbolic execution engine for PTX. It directly applies the
operational semantics of PTX to a proof hypothesis through
inversion reasoning, which infers a derivation rule’s pre-
requisites from its consequent. In the case of derivation rules
that encode operational semantics, this infers the set of new
program states that may result from each instruction’s execution,
thereby symbolically interpreting the instruction within the
proof environment.



Listing 1
VECTOR SUM PTX ASSEMBLY

1 .reg .pred %p<2>;
2 .reg .u32 %r<9>;
3 .reg .u64 %rd<11>;
4
5
6
7
8
9 ld.param.u64 %rd1, [arr_A];

10 ld.param.u64 %rd2, [arr_B];
11 ld.param.u64 %rd3, [arr_C];
12 ld.param.u32 %r2, [size];
13
14 mov.u32 %r3, %ntid.x;
15 mov.u32 %r4, %ctaid.x;
16 mov.u32 %r5, %tid.x;
17 mad.lo.s32 %r1,%r4,%r3,%r5;
18
19 setp.ge.s32 %p1, %r1, %r2;
20 @%p1 bra BB0_2;
21
22 cvta.to.global.u64 %rd4, %rd1;
23 mul.wide.s32 %rd5, %r1, 4;
24 add.s64 %rd6, %rd4, %rd5;
25 cvta.to.global.u64 %rd7, %rd2;
26 add.s64 %rd8, %rd7, %rd5;
27 ld.global.u32 %r6, [%rd8];
28 ld.global.u32 %r7, [%rd6];
29
30 add.s32 %r8, %r6, %r7;
31 cvta.to.global.u64 %rd9, %rd3;
32 add.s64 %rd10, %rd9, %rd5;
33 st.global.u32 [%rd10], %r8;
34
35
36 BB0_2: ret;

Listing 2
COQ PTX ASSEMBLY

Definition r1 : reg := (UI 32, 1).
Definition r2 : reg := (UI 32, 2).
...
Definition rd1 : reg := (UI 64, 1).
...
Definition _r1 : op := Reg r1.
...
Definition add_vector : prg := [
Mov rd1 arr_A;
Mov rd2 arr_B;
Mov rd3 arr_C;
Mov r2 size;

Mov r3 ntid_x;
Mov r4 ctaid_x;
Mov r5 tid_x;
Top MADLO r1 _r4 _r3 _r5;

Setp GE p1 _r1 _r2;
PBra p1 18;

Bop MULWD rd5 _r1 (Imm 4);
Bop ADD rd6 _rd1 _rd5;

Bop ADD rd8 _rd2 _rd5;
Ld Global r6 _rd8;
Ld Global r7 _rd6;

Bop ADD r8 _r6 _r7;

Bop ADD rd10 _rd3 _rd5;
St Global _rd10 r8;

Sync;
Exit ].

Listing 3
PROVING TERMINATION OF VECTOR SUM

Definition warp_complete (pi : prg) (w : warp) : bool :=
match pi (get_pc w) with
| Some Exit => true
| _ => false

end.

Definition block_complete (pi : prg) (b : block) : bool :=
forallb (warp_complete pi) b.

Definition terminated (pi : prg) (g : grid) : Prop :=
forallb (block_complete pi) g = true.

(* sample parameter configs *)
Definition kc : kconf := ((1,1,1),(32,1,1)).
Definition g : grid := generate_grid kc.
Definition mu : mem_f := ... (* initial memory state *)

Theorem add_vector_terminates :
∀ (g’ : grid) (mu’ : mem_f),
n_apply 19 (grid_t add_vector kc) (g,mu) (g’,mu’) →
terminated add_vector g’.

Proof.
intros g’ mu’ Happ.
repeat (unroll_apply Happ).
compute. reflexivity.

Qed.

Our symbolic interpreter ultimately reveals the final states
of g′ and µ′ and encodes them as hypotheses in the proof
environment. The compute tactic reduces terminated
add_vector g′ to true = true and we finally apply
reflexivity to complete the proof.

We then prove partial correctness of the vector sum—i.e.,
that the result is the sum of the two input vectors if it terminates.
Coupled with Listing 3, this establishes total correctness of the
computation. Vectors A and B come from the initial memory
state µ and vector C is from the final memory state µ′. This
therefore posits that A+B = C.

Both of these proofs demonstrate the power of our automa-
tion tactics to reliably facilitate formal reasoning about PTX
operation. By expressing the symbolic interpreter as proof

Listing 4
PROOF AUTOMATION TACTICS FOR SYMBOLIC EXECUTION OF PTX CODE

1 Inductive n_apply {A:Type}: nat → (A→A→Prop) → A → A → Prop :=
2 | AppZero (f: A→A→Prop) (a:A): n_apply 0 f a a
3 | AppNext (n:nat) (a a1 a’:A) (f: A→A→Prop)
4 (Hf: f a a1) (Happ: n_apply n f a1 a’): n_apply (S n) f a a’.
5

6 Ltac unroll_apply H :=
7 match type of H with
8 | n_apply ?n _ _ _ =>
9 match n with

10 | O => inversion H; subst; clear H
11 | _ => let Hgrid := fresh "Hgrid" in
12 let Happ := fresh "Happ" in
13 inversion H as [ | ? ? ? ? ? Hgrid Happ];
14 subst; clear H;
15 step_grid Hgrid
16 end
17 | _ => fail
18 end.

Listing 5
NON-DETERMINISTIC MAP

1 Inductive nth_ri {A:Type}
2 : nat → list A → A → list A → Prop :=
3 | RI_O a t : nth_ri 0 (a::t) a t
4 | RI_S n t t’ x a (Hn: nth_ri n t a t’) :
5 nth_ri (S n) (x::t) a (x::t’).
6

7 Inductive nd_map {A B : Type}
8 : (A→B) → list A → list B → Prop :=
9 | NDNil (f : A → B) : nd_map f [] []

10 | NDCons (f : A → B) (l l1 : list A) (l2 l’ : list B) (a : A) (n : nat)
11 (Hl: nth_ri n l a l1) (Hmap: nd_map f l1 l2) (Hl’: nth_ri n l’ (f a) l2) :
12 nd_map f l l’.

tactics, we afford users the ability to quickly and easily reduce
computations to symbolic expressions within a Coq proof,
and subsequently apply the full power of Coq’s mathematical
theories to reason about the resulting symbolic expressions.
This power comes without any additions to the TCB of the
framework, since the tactics merely automate the application
of the operational semantics rules; they do not introduce new
rules that must be checked for accuracy.

Non-deterministic Execution. One of the most difficult
aspects of parallel and concurrent programs to reason about
is the inter-thread order in which instructions are executed.
Explicitly considering all possible executions within proofs is
infeasible and unmanageable even for small programs. To ease
this burden, we have successfully proved a general theorem
showing that the result of a PTX computation is always
independent of the order in which the threads of a warp
execute. It therefore suffices to only consider a sequential
thread execution order within proofs. We here outline this
theorem and its proof.

Listing 5 first defines proposition nth_ri, which removes
an element a at position n from a given list l, and returns a new
list l′. We use this definition to create a non-deterministic map
function nd_map, whose elements are processed in an arbitrary
order. This captures all possible thread schedules for warps,
which execute threads in lock-step but in an unspecified order.
Some components on the SM, such as SFUs, are physically
limited in quantity, making it impossible for all threads in a
warp to execute on the same clock cycle. Therefore, we seek
to prove that a non-deterministic execution is equivalent to a
deterministic one.



Listing 6
NON-DETERMINISTIC/DETERMINISTIC EQUIVALENCE

1 Theorem nd_map_eq :
2 ∀ (A B : Type) (f : A→B) (l : list A) (l’ : list B),
3 nd_map f l l’ ←→ l’ = map f l.
4 Proof.
5 intros A B f l l’.
6 split; intros H.
7 (* nd_map → map *)
8 induction H.
9 (* Case: NDNil *) reflexivity.

10 (* Case: NDCons *)
11 inversion Hl’; subst; inversion Hl; subst; clear Hl Hl’.
12 (* SCase: n = 0 *)
13 reflexivity.
14 (* SCase: n is in the middle somewhere *)
15 inversion H3; subst; clear H3 H.
16 simpl. apply list_hd_eq.
17 generalize dependent t. induction Hn0; intros;
18 inversion Hn; subst; clear Hn; auto.
19 simpl. apply list_hd_eq. eapply IHHn0. exact Hn1.
20 (* map → nd_map *)
21 generalize dependent l’.
22 induction l; intros; subst; simpl.
23 (* Case l = [] *) apply NDNil.
24 (* Case l = hd :: tl *)
25 eapply NDCons; try apply RI_O.
26 apply IHl. reflexivity.
27 Qed.

Listing 6 summarizes our equivalence proof. We induct on
the definition of nd_map, which generates two cases: the
base case NDNil and inductive case NDCons. The base case
is straightforward, so we here focus on the inductive case.
It divides into two sub-cases: an element is chosen from
the head, or from within the tail. The bulk of the proof
focuses on the second sub-case. It leverages dependent inductive
reasoning [19], [20] to universally consider all thread orderings.

V. CONCLUSION

Our work shows promise in providing a feasible means to
machine-verify GPU programs using a well-established, mature
proof assistant—the Coq system. Coq’s strong, dependent
typing system facilitates a natural encoding of GPU assembly
code operational semantics as inductive axioms, including
modeling its traditionally challenging parallelism and thread
scheduling properties. To streamline proofs, Coq’s tactic
language is leveraged to build a symbolic interpreter that
automatically derives provably correct symbolic expressions
for assembly code fragments within the proof environment.

Using the resulting framework, we construct the first
machine-checked proof of CUDA thread scheduling trans-
parency, as well as validating correctness properties of PTX
programs. Our approach provides stronger guarantees and
assurances than are possible with unit testing, since it does not
rely upon comprehensiveness of test sets.
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